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1. INTRODUCTION

Six advanced reactor concepts have been selected for
Generation-IV reactors and are being investigated
worldwide to meet the challenging goals of effective
resource utilization and waste minimization (sustainability),
improved safety, enhanced proliferation resistance, and
reduced system cost. [1] The six systems are very high
temperature reactor (VHTR), sodium-cooled fast reactor
(SFR), supercritical water-cooled reactor (SCWR), gas-
cooled fast reactor (GFR), lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR),
and molten salt reactor (MSR). Most of the six systems
employ a closed fuel cycle to maximize uranium resources
and minimize high-level wastes to be sent to a repository.
Three of the six are fast reactors (SFR, LFR and GFR),
one (SCWR) can be built as a fast reactor, and one (MSR)
is described as epithermal. Under the Generation-IV
International Forum (GIF) framework, international
collaboration on fast reactor designs is proceeding with
high priority. [2] 

Fast reactors have intrinsic nuclear characteristics
that offer greatly more efficient use of uranium resources
and the ability to burn actinides which are the long-lived
component of high-level nuclear wastes. Combination of
the increased fission-to-capture ratio and the increased
number of neutrons per fission in fast neutron region
yields more excess neutrons from 239Pu fission, which

can be captured in 238U to breed more 239Pu. While current
Generation-III commercial reactors utilize less than one
percent of uranium resources, fast reactors can utilize
essentially all fissile and fertile isotopes through recycling,
except for small losses in processing, resulting in a
hundred-fold improvement. Compared to thermal spectrum
reactors, fast spectrum reactors are much more efficient
in destroying actinides because of higher fission-to-capture
reaction ratios. Thus the hazardous transuranics (TRU)
elements of used nuclear fuel can be removed from the
waste stream and subsequently transmuted to shorter-
lived fission products in fast reactors while producing
about one MW-day (MWD) of energy for every gram.
The transmutation of TRU would reduce the long-term
environment burden of nuclear energy through significant
reduction of released dose and radiotoxicity and efficient
utilization of permanent disposal space. 

Fast reactors for production of fuel and electricity
were conceived by Fermi and his team as early as April 26,
1944. [3] The world’s first plutonium-fueled nuclear reactor
Clementine was designed and built in 1945-46 and first
achieved criticality in late 1946. [4] The Experimental
Breeder Reactor I (EBR-I) generated the world’s first
useful electricity from nuclear power on December 20,
1951 and demonstrated the breeding principle in 1953.
The Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) was the
first power reactor system in the United States power
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demonstration program to operate on a closed fuel cycle
utilizing recycled fuel. Between 1964 and 1969, about
35,000 fuel rods were reprocessed using the pyroprocessing
based on melt-refining and remotely refabricated in the
adjoining fuel cycle facility. [5, 6] During the processing
period, the average throughput was about 100 kg/month.
Peak throughput occurred in mid-1967 and was 245
kg/month. The average turnaround time was about two
months from discharge to reload into the reactor. The
Phénix reactor also performed the fuel cycle loop several
times by reprocessing 25 tons of used fuel at the Marcoule
Pilot Plant and the Cogéma plant in La Hague. [7] The
EBR-II shutdown heat removal tests conducted in April
1986 also demonstrated inherent passive safety potential
of sodium-cooled, metal-fueled, pool-type reactors against
double-fault accidents such as unprotected (without scram)
loss-of-flow and loss-of-heat sink from full power and
flow. [8]

About 20 fast reactors have been operated worldwide,
and about 400 reactor-years of operating experience have
been accumulated to the end of 2010. [9] The fast reactor
was originally conceived to utilize uranium more efficiently
and thus extend the world's uranium resources. The
conventional fast reactors built so far are generally fast
breeder reactors (FBRs), implying a net increase in 239Pu
from breeding. These have fertile blankets of depleted
uranium (238U) around the core to maximize 239Pu breeding.
However, fast reactor concepts being developed for the
Generation IV program will not have separate blankets to
enhance proliferation resistance. 

During the past 20 years there has been stagnation in
the development of commercial fast reactors in the
industrialized countries that were involved earlier in
intensive development of this area. However, the interest
in fast reactors has been renewed along with the nuclear
renaissance around the world; in particular due to their
ability to fission actinides, including those which may be
recovered from thermal reactor used fuel. India is
constructing a 500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor
(PFBR), which is expected to be operating by 2012.
Subsequently four more units of the same size are planned
in two sites by 2020. Initial cores will have mixed oxide
fuel but these will be followed by metallic fuelled ones to
enable shorter doubling time. China has recently constructed
the Chinese Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR), which
achieved the initial criticality on July 21, 2010 and was
connected to grid in July 2011 at 40% of power. In October
2009, China signed an agreement with Russia to start
pre-project and design works for a commercial nuclear
power plant with two BN-800 reactors, with construction
to start in 2013 and commissioning 2018-19. Both China
and India envision rapidly growing demand for nuclear
and consider fast breeder reactors to be essential part of
their future energy mix. 

Russia has resumed the construction of BN-800 to be
online in 2014 and have plans for follow-on plants. It is

also planned to build a multi-purpose research reactor
(MBIR) with targeted startup in 2019, and to reconfigure
the BN-600 by replacing the fertile blanket around the
core with steel reflector assemblies to burn the plutonium
from its military stockpiles and to extend its life beyond
the 30-year design span. Japan envisions commercial fast
reactors by 2050 and plans to construct a demo plant by
2025. Mitsubishi FBR Systems (MFBR) is designated as
the responsible entity to build the Japan Standard Fast
Reactor (JSFR) concept, with breeding ratio around 1.1.
France envisions commercial fast reactors by 2045, and
plans a demo plant by 2020. The specification for the
Advanced Sodium Technological Reactor for Industrial
Demonstration (ASTRID) is to be done by 2012, with
final decision on construction to be made in 2017. South
Korea is developing a 600 MWe KALIMER design. The
U.S. also renewed its interest in fast reactors, but it is
standing back from new plants and research is focused on
cost reduction and performance improvements, assurance
of safety to promote design simplification and licensing,
and high system reliability. 

In this paper, we review the basic reactor physics
specific to fast spectrum reactors and the associated
computational methods. Section 2 presents the basic fast
reactor physics focused on breeding and actinide burning
capabilities, design implications, and reactivity feedbacks.
Computational methods and codes specific to fast reactor
physics analysis are discussed in Section 3. Section 4
provides some conclusions.

2. BASIC FAST REACTOR PHYSICS

2.1 Breeding Ratio
As aforementioned, the fast reactor was originally

conceived to breed nuclear fuel by converting abundant
fertile materials to fissile materials. Breeding of nuclear
fuel is achieved by two nuclear conversion processes in
which a fissile nucleus is produced by neutron capture in
a fertile nucleus. In the two known breeding processes,
238U is converted into 239Pu, and 232Th into 233U as shown
in the following reaction equations:

Both breeding processes are continued in practical reactor
applications by subsequent neutron capture reactions:
233U(n, γ)234U, 234U(n, γ)235U, 235U(n, γ)236U, etc. and
239Pu(n, γ)240Pu, 240Pu(n, γ)241Pu, 241Pu(n, γ)242Pu, etc.

A conversion process is quantitatively described in
terms of the conversion ratio C, which is defined as the
average number of fissile nuclides produced in a reactor
per fissile nuclide consumed; when C > 1, it is called the
breeding ratio. The breeding capability of a reactor can
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be estimated using the neutron balance equation:

where L is the leakage rate, Ax is the absorption rate in
material x, and νFx is the production rate due to fission of
material x. By normalizing the balance equation to the
neutron absorption in fissile isotopes, we have 

where η is the number of neutrons produced by fissions
in fissile isotopes, ε is the number of excess neutrons
produced by fissions in fertile isotopes, lA is the number
of neutrons absorbed in non-fuel materials, and lL is the
number of neutrons lost by leakage. Including the decay
loss of fissile isotopes during irradiation (e.g., 241Pu decay
to 241Am), which is independent of neutron balance, Eq.
(4) becomes 

Equation (5) shows that the number of neutrons
produced by fissile isotope fission per neutron absorption
in fissile isotopes (η) plays a central role in determining
the conversion or breeding ratio. For breeding, η must be
substantially greater than 2 since one fission neutron must
eventually be absorbed in fuel to keep the chain reaction
critical and more than one neutron must be absorbed in
fertile material to produce the new fissile isotope. Fig. 1
compares η(E) for three fissile isotopes based on the
ENDF/B-VII.0 data [10]. It can be seen that η of 239Pu is
substantially larger than 2 in the energy range above ~100
keV and rapidly increases with increasing energy. Therefore,

239Pu can be bred if the average energy of neutron spectrum
is higher than ~100 keV. It is seen that 239Pu is preferred
over 233U in the fast energy region because of its higher
value of η.

The breeding capability of a reactor is represented by
the doubling time defined as the time interval during which
the amount of fissile material in (or associated with) a
reactor doubles. To minimize the doubling time, it is needed
to maximize the breeding ratio and minimize the critical
fissile inventory. As shown in Fig. 1, η(E) increases rapidly
with increasing energy. A harder spectrum also yields a
higher fertile fission bonus ε since fission of a fertile
material is possible only for incident neutrons above some
threshold. As a result, the breeding ratio increases with
increasingly harder neutron spectrum. Spectrum hardening
is controlled by the heavy atom density (relative to coolant
and structure atom densities). A high heavy atom density
is achieved by a high density fuel and a high fuel volume
fraction. A tight triangular lattice is normally used to
maximize the fuel volume fraction within the heat removal
constraint. It is also noted that the critical fissile inventory
decreases with increasing fuel volume fraction. 

As an example, the breeding ratio components of oxide,
carbide and metal fueled SFRs, taken from Ref. 11, are
compared in Table 1. In proportion to the heavy metal
density, the neutron spectrum is harder in the order of
oxide, carbide, and metal fuels. The total neutron excess
is about 14 points higher for carbide and 32 points higher
for metal fuel than for oxide fuel. About one-half of the
increment is due to the increase in η values of fissile
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Table 1. Comparison of Breeding Ratio Components between
Oxide, Carbide, and Metal Fueled SFRs for Pu/U
Cycle
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isotopes and the other half is the increase in fertile fission
bonus as the spectrum hardens. Absorption in the structural
material contributes 60-70% of the total absorption losses,
the fission products contribute about 25%, and absorption
losses due to the coolant and fuel diluent constituents are
negligible. The variations in the absorption losses between
oxide, carbide, and metal are relatively small, resulting in
only 2-3 point differences in the breeding ratio. The leakage
loss is higher for the metal fuel core because of the harder
neutron spectrum and the smaller core configuration,
compared to either oxide or carbide fuel core. 

2.2 Actinide Transmutation Capability
Figure 2 shows the fission cross sections of 235U, 238U,

239Pu and 241Pu in the ENDF/B-VII.0 libraries. As shown
in these examples, the fission cross sections of fissile
isotopes show relatively flat energy variations above the
resonance region. The fission cross sections of fertile
isotopes are also rather flat above threshold energies. On
the other hand, the capture cross section decreases sharply
in fast neutron region for both fissile and fertile isotopes,
as shown in Fig. 3. As a result, the fission-to-capture ratio
increases rapidly in fast neutron region. 

Table 2 shows the fission-to-absorption ratios of major
actinides in typical PWR (pressurized water reactor) and
SFR systems. As can be seen, fissile isotopes are likely
to fission in both thermal and fast spectrum systems, with
higher fission fractions in the fast system. However, fertile
isotopes have very small fission probabilities in the
thermal system, and thus they are transmuted into higher
actinides instead of being destroyed by fission. In the fast
system, the fission probabilities of fertile isotopes increase
significantly (up to ~60%), and more excess neutrons are
produced. As a result, transuranic elements can be consumed
efficiently with less generation of higher actinides.

2.3 Slowing-Down Properties and Flux Spectrum
Figure 4 compares the elastic scattering cross sections

of 23Na, 56Fe and 238U with that of 1H in the ENDF/B-VII
libraries. The scattering cross sections of main constituent
materials of SFR are comparable to that of hydrogen. This
indicates that neutrons can undergo significant elastic
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Isotope

0.821

0.099

0.014

0.072

0.637

0.003

0.747

0.015

0.011

0.812

0.008

0.212

0.847

0.054

0.865

PWR

0.807

0.194

0.296

0.711

0.865

0.576

0.873

0.550

0.233

0.870

0.334

0.579

0.943

0.479

0.914

SFR

Table 2. Actinides Fission-to-Absorption Ratios in Thermal
(PWR) and Fast (SFR) Systems

Fig. 2. Fission Cross Sections of 235U, 238U, 239Pu and 241Pu Fig. 3. Capture Cross Sections of 235U, 238U, 239Pu and 241Pu



scattering even in fast energy region and thus moderation
should be minimized by avoiding the use of low atomic
mass nuclides that cause large neutron energy losses for
elastic scattering. It is also noted that intermediate weight
nuclei such as 23Na and 56Fe have significant scattering
resonance structures throughout the fast energy range.
Table 3 compares the slowing-down properties of main
constituent materials of SFR with that of hydrogen in PWR.
It can be seen that the slowing-down power in SFR is
only ~1% or so of that observed for a typical PWR. Thus,
neutrons are either absorbed or leak out from the core before
they can reach thermal energies. The angular distribution
of elastic scattering becomes more peaked in the forward
direction with increasing incident neutron energy. At high
energies, therefore, the average cosine of scattering angle

approaches unity, which causes transport cross sections
decreases and enhance high-energy leakage. 

The threshold energy for inelastic scattering decreases
with increasing atomic mass number, and inelastic scattering
causes neutrons to lose substantial energy. By comparing
the inelastic scattering cross sections in Fig. 5 with the
elastic scattering cross sections in Fig. 4, it can be seen
that above the threshold energy, inelastic scattering cross
section is comparable to elastic scattering cross section.
Therefore, inelastic scattering plays an important role in
fast reactors, being the major cause of neutron moderation
at high energies. Inelastic scattering in sodium also makes
an important contribution to the sodium void effect. It is
noted that (n,2n) reactions are not negligible as indicated
by the (n,2n) cross sections shown in Fig. 6. 
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Table 3. Slowing-Down Properties of Major Constituent
Materials of SFR

TRU

U
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O
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4.0
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* Typical values in PWR
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3.5E-01

Scattering cross
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Atom density
(/barn·cm)

Slowing-down
power, ξΣs (cm-1)

Fig. 4. Elastic Scattering Cross Sections of 23Na, 56Fe, 238U and
239Pu

Fig. 5. Inelastic Scattering Cross Sections of 23Na, 56Fe, 238U
and 239Pu

Fig. 6. (n,2n) Cross Sections of 23Na, 56Fe, 238U and 239Pu
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Figure 7 compares typical neutron spectra for SFR
and PWR. In fast reactors, the small slowing down power
results in a flux spectrum concentrated in the keV and
MeV range with almost no neutrons slowing down to
energies less than 1 keV. As a result, the energy range
where neutrons induce fission and the energy range where
the fission neutrons appear strongly overlap, whereas in
thermal reactors most fission occurs in the thermal peak.
The scattering resonances of intermediate atomic weight
nuclides (sodium, oxygen in the case of oxide fuel, and
structural materials like iron, chro-mium, nickel, etc.) give
rise to the strongly jagged structure of fast reactor spectrum,
resulting from the energy self-shielding phenomenon, in
which the flux is inversely proportional to the total cross
section. The 1/E [or constant Eϕ(E)] spectrum of thermal
reactors in the heavy isotope resonance region, which is
used as a basis for the calculation of resonance absorption,
is lacking in fast reactors; in fact, Eϕ(E) strongly decreases
with decreasing energy.

2.4 Core Design and Performance Implications 
For conventional FBRs, to increase the breeding ratio

and to reduce the fissile inventory, compact core designs
are used along with tightly packed pin lattices. As a result,
they have a high power density and require very efficient
heat transfer. All the fast reactors built by this time are
liquid metal cooled reactors. Mercury was used for
Clementine and BR-1, and NaK was used for EBR-I and
DFR (Dounreay Fast Reactor) because of the low melting
point. [12] Lead-cooled fast reactors (LFR) were used in
Russian naval propulsion units as well as some other
prototype reactors. All large-scale fast reactors have used
molten sodium coolant. [13] Gas-cooled fast reactors
(GFR) have been the subject of research as well, but never
been built. Because of small capture cross sections in fast

region, conventional stainless steels are normally used as
the structural material. The fuel and blanket pins are clad
in stainless steel tubes, to form the fuel and blanket elements,
which have wire wrapping or a grid support to provide
channels for coolant flow.

In order to enhance the breeding ratio by minimizing
the neutron leakage loss and by introducing additional
fertile material, high fuel volume fraction blankets are
also employed. The external breeding configuration was
used for early small FBRs by containing all the fertile
material in the blanket surrounding the core. Such an
arrangement yields a very hard spectrum, a low fissile
inventory, and a good breeding ratio. However, the lack
of in-core breeding results in a rapid reactivity loss with
burnup, a small Doppler effect and few fast fissions in
fertile material, and requires a high fissile enrichment and
a thick blanket. Subsequent designs allowed for considerable
internal or in-core breeding by mixing some fertile fuel
with fissile fuel within the core fuel assemblies; they
normally have an in-core breeding ratio less than one, but
the breeding in the surrounding blankets raises the total
breeding ratio to well in excess of unity. Homogeneous
core designs were initially employed by locating all blanket
assemblies containing pure fertile fuel in the radial and axial
blanket regions. This leaves a relatively homogeneous
mixture of fissile and fertile fuel spread throughout the
core. Heterogeneous core configurations were introduced
later by distributing blanket assemblies through the core
region. These designs yield higher breeding ratios and
reduced sodium void coefficients, but require higher fissile
fuel inventories. 

The primary mission of burner reactors is to transmute
the TRU elements recovered from light water reactor
(LWR) used fuel, and hence to realize the benefits of the
fuel cycle closure to nuclear waste management. [14,15]
To achieve a high TRU consumption rate, it is desirable
to have a low TRU conversion ratio. Here, the TRU
conversion ratio is defined as the average number of all
TRU (rather than fissile) nuclides produced in a reactor
per TRU nuclide consumed. Since fission of one gram
TRU produces about one MWD energy, the TRU
consumption rate is determined by the reactor power
rating. Thus the TRU conversion ratio is minimized by
minimizing the TRU production rate. Theoretically the
TRU conversion ratio can be reduced to zero by removing
all fertile blankets and utilizing a uranium-free fuel.
However, the neutronics properties of uranium-free fuel
make it very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve a TRU
conversion ratio of zero. In particular, the Doppler feedback
coefficient of uranium-free fuel is almost zero or becomes
slightly positive, depending on fuel compositions, and
the delayed neutron fraction is reduced significantly.
Furthermore, uranium-free solid fuels would need a
significant development time.

To reduce the TRU conversion ratio, it is necessary to
increase the TRU faction in heavy metal, which in turn

Fig. 7. Neutron Flux Spectra of Thermal (PWR) and Fast
(SFR) Reactors



requires reducing the fuel volume fraction. The increasing
burnup reactivity loss with decreasing TRU conversion
ratio should also be compensated for either by increasing
the number of control assemblies or by reducing the cycle
length. A recent study on advanced burner reactor (ABR)
showed that the TRU consumption rate reaches ~80% of
the maximum theoretical value when the TRU conversion
ratio is in the range of 0.25-0.35. [16] Using ternary metal
and mixed oxide fuels, ABR core concepts of 1000 MWt
power rating were developed for target TRU conversion
ratios of 1.0, 0.75, 0.50, 0.25, and 0.0. Two makeup TRU
feeds were considered with minor actinides (MA) to
plutonium ratios of 0.1 and 1.0. To compensate for the
increasing burnup reactivity swing, the number of primary
control assemblies was increased for low conversion ratio
cores. Example metal and oxide core layouts are shown
in Fig. 8 for the TRU conversion ratio of 0.25. The fuel
cycle length was also adjusted such that the burnup
reactivity swing is within the reactivity control capability
of the primary control system. The resulting TRU fraction
in heavy metal was ~50 to ~75%, depending on the fuel
type and makeup TRU feed stream. The estimated safety
parameters indicated that the metal and oxide cores of
TRU conversion ratio in the range of 0.25-0.40 are feasible
with favorable passive safety features. The safety parameters
of these cores were comparable to those of conventional
fast reactor cores that have already been proven to be
feasible, and the sufficient conditions for acceptable
asymptotic core outlet temperatures for possible unprotected
accident scenarios are satisfied. A detailed safety study
for a compact fast burner reactor of 840 MWt power
rating also showed that a reactor design with a TRU
conversion ratio of 0.25 responds to the unprotected loss-
of-flow (ULOF) accident with a very high level of self-
protection. [17]

Table 4 compares typical material volume fractions
of SFR, LFR, GFR and PWR. For SFR, a breakeven core
and a burner core with TRU conversion ratios of 1 and 0.5,
respectively, are considered. Compared to the breakeven
core, the burner design uses smaller fuel pins to lower the
fuel volume fraction needed to reduce TRU production
and to yield an increased coolant volume fraction. Because
of the hexagonal steel tube containing fuel pins, SFR has
a significantly larger structure volume fraction than the
other reactor types. With lead-based coolant, corrosion and
erosive wear of core structural materials are intensified
as coolant velocity increases. Therefore a higher coolant
volume fraction is used in LFR to reduce coolant velocity
for both oxygen control and reasonable pumping power.
For GFR, a higher coolant volume fraction is required
because of inferior heat transfer properties of helium coolant.
It is determined by trade-off between pumping power and
neutronics performance. 

Compared to thermal reactors, fast reactors require
much higher fissile fractions to achieve criticality. The
reason for this is that 238U capture is much more prominent
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Fig. 8. Metal and Oxide Core Layouts for TRU Conversion Ratio of 0.25
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Table 4. Typical Material Volume Fractions (%) of Fast and
Thermal Systems



in fast reactors. As shown in Fig. 9, the ratio of 239Pu or
235U fission cross section to 238U capture cross section is
~200-300 in thermal region but only ~10 in the tens and
hundreds keV range in which most of SFR spectrum is.
As a result, it is impossible to build a fast reactor using
only natural uranium fuel. Table 5 shows effective one-
group cross sections of a few important nuclides in PWR
and five Generation-IV systems. It can be seen that the
three fast systems have similar characteristics and that
one-group cross sections are significantly reduced
compared to thermal systems. The ratio between 239Pu
fission cross section and 238U capture cross section is only
6-8 in the three fast systems while it is ~100 in PWR. This
necessitates a higher fissile fraction, but it also enhances
internal conversion. Iron capture cross section is much
smaller in fast systems, allowing the use of conventional
steel structures. The reduced parasitic capture of fission
products and the enhanced internal conversion in fast
systems yield a slow loss of reactivity with burnup. Lower

absorption cross section of all materials in fast systems
leads to a much longer neutron mean free path (~10 cm
as compared to ~1 cm in PWR), which increases the
neutron leakage from the core (>20% in typical designs).
The increased leakage makes the reflector effects more
pronounced in burner reactors. The long mean free path
makes local heterogeneity effects less important (except
for plate-type fuels in critical facilities) as indicated by
the reactivity effects shown in Table 6, taken from
References 18 and 19. The long mean free path also implies
global coupling of the core so that local reactivity effects
may impact the entire core.

Table 7 compares the neutron balance components of
two SFR cores to those of PWR. No blanket was used in
the breakeven core as in the burner core. The TRU fraction
in fuel is 3.3 times larger in the breakeven core and 7.9
times larger in the burner core than the 235U enrichment
of PWR fuel. It is noted that (n,2n) source makes a non-
negligible contribution to the neutron production in SFR,
whereas it is negligible in PWR. Compared to PWR,
SFR cores have significantly larger leakage but smaller
total absorption. The leakage is 3.5% in PWR, but it is
increased to ~23% in the breakeven core and to ~29% in
the burner core. The absorption in 238U is 11% more in the
breakeven core, but 6% smaller in the burner core than in
PWR. The absorptions in coolant, fission products and
reactivity control material are reduced significantly in SFR
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Fig. 9. Ratios of 235U and 239Pu Fission Cross Sections to 238U
Capture Cross Section

Table 5. Effective One-Group Cross Sections (barns) of PWR and Generation IV Systems

Reaction
Thermal Concepts Fast Concepts

238U capture (σ 28
c  )

239Pu fission (σ 49
f  )

σ 49
f  / σ 28

c 

Fe capture

LFP* capture

PWR

0.91

89.2

97.7

0.4

90

VHTR

4.80

164.5

34.3

SCWR

0.95

138.8

146.6

SFR

0.20

1.65

8.14

0.007

0.2

LFR

0.26

1.69

6.59

GFR

0.32

1.90

6.00

* LFP: lumped fission product

SuperPhénix 

ABTR

ZEBRA,

CADENZA 

Pin

Plate

0.49%

1.54%

0.71%

-0.11%

-0.16%

-0.20%

0.38%

1.38%

0.51%

0.34%

Component Non-Leakage Streaming Total

Table 6. Local Heterogeneity Effects on Reactivity in Fast
Reactors



cores, but the absorption in structure increases noticeably
because of much larger structure volume fraction in SFR fuel
assemblies. Compared to the breakeven core, the burner
core has 2.4 times higher TRU fraction, which results in
the reduced absorption in 238U by 50%. The reduced
absorption in 238U is primarily balanced by the increased
leakage and increased absorption in control material. 

2.5 Kinetics Parameters and Reactivity Feedback
Effects
The reactivity feedback coefficients and kinetic

parameters further define the physics of system, although
they are used only for the conventional point kinetics or
quasi-static kinetics models. (Space-dependent kinetics
models directly use the variations of cross sections and
those of geometric and material configurations.) [20]
They are computed for specific geometric and material
configurations by the response to a variety of perturbations.
A typical set of computed kinetic parameters and reactivity
coefficients includes the delayed neutron fraction and
prompt neutron lifetime, the coolant density coefficient
and void worth, the fuel and structural material Doppler
coefficients, the fuel and structural material worth
distributions, the axial expansion coefficient, the radial
core expansion coefficient, and the control rod driveline
expansion coefficient. The coolant, fuel, and structural
material density coefficients and the coolant void worth

are usually determined using the perturbation theory
method. The first order perturbation theory is used for
density coefficients, while the exact perturbation theory
is employed for the coolant void worth. The effective
delayed neutron fraction and prompt neutron lifetime are
also calculated using the perturbation theory method. The
radial and axial expansion coefficients and the control rod
driveline expansion coefficient are typically determined
by direct eigenvalue differences of the base and perturbed
configurations. It is noted that the role of specific reactivity
coefficients varies markedly depending on the transient.
For example, the usually desirable negative Doppler
coefficient can play an adverse role in loss-of-flow
accidents, in which the fuel temperature decreases as the
power goes down faster than the heat flux. References 21
and 22 provide good discussions on the reactivity feedback
coefficients and on the system disturbances and feedback
mechanisms in fast reactors. 

The delayed neutron fraction and prompt neutron
lifetime are indicators of the system sensitivity to reactivity
changes. At low values, the response to small changes in
the reactivity is magnified and power can change more
quickly. Table 8 shows the delayed neutron fractions of
fissionable isotopes in the ENDF/B-VII data at two incident
neutron energies. As can be seen, it is significantly different
for different fissionable isotopes. The delayed neutron
fraction decreases with increasing atomic number, and
for a given element, it increases with increasing atomic
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235U or TRU fraction, %

Source

Loss

Fission

(n,2n)

Leakage

Radial

Axial

Absorption

235U or TRU

238U

Coolant

Structure

Fission products

Control

13.9

99.8

0.2

22.9

12.3

10.6

77.1

37.0

34.8

0.1

3.7

1.5

0.0

33.3

99.9

0.1

28.7

16.6

12.1

71.3

44.3

17.7

0.1

3.7

2.4

2.9

4.2

100.0

3.5

3.0

0.4

96.5

52.8

23.9

3.4

0.6 

6.8

9.0

Reactor
SFR

CR=1.0 CR=0.5
PWR

Table 7. Comparison of Neutron Balance Components in SFR
and PWR

U-235

U-238

Np-237

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Am-241

Am-242m

Am-243

Cm-243

Cm-244

Cm-245

Isotope

0.00651

0.01766

0.00410

0.00144

0.00225

0.00321

0.00550

0.00701

0.00139

0.00199

0.00243

0.00088

0.00134

0.00178

Thermal
(0.1 eV)

0.00674

0.01748

0.00402

0.00142

0.00220

0.00315

0.00550

0.00688

0.00136

0.00196

0.00239

0.00087

0.00132

0.00178

Fast
(350 keV)

Table 8. Delayed Neutron Fraction of Fissionable Isotopes



weight. It is high (~1.8%) for 238U but low (~0.2%) for
239Pu. It varies between 0.3-0.7% for higher plutonium
isotopes, and it becomes particularly low for minor actinides.
In a reactor, the effective delayed neutron fraction is
determined by key fission isotopes. As shown in Table 9,
in fast reactors fueled with Pu or TRU, the contributions
of 238U, 240Pu and 241Pu fissions are significant. Therefore,
in a conventional breeder reactor, it becomes 0.3-0.4%,
being significantly larger than 0.2% of the main fissile
isotope 239Pu. In burner reactors, in order to enhance the
TRU destruction rate, 238U loading is reduced by increasing
the critical TRU fraction through reduced fuel volume
fraction. Table 10 shows the delayed neutron fraction and
prompt neutron lifetime for different TRU conversion
ratios. As the TRU conversion ratio decreases, the heavy
metal (HM) inventory decreases but the TRU fraction in
HM increases; the effective delayed neutron fraction
decreases due to reduced 238U fission, but the prompt
neutron lifetime increases due to reduced absorption in HM.

The Doppler broadening of resonance cross sections
reduces the resonance self-shielding with increasing
temperature, yielding the increase in effective cross sections.
The net reactivity effect arises from a varying competition
of fission, capture, and leakage processes, and its importance
for safety lies in its provision of a prompt negative reactivity
effect from fuel heating. A positive Doppler effect was a
concern for early small reactors with a high concentration

of fissile material. The negative Doppler coefficient in
large FBRs with a high fertile-to-fissile ratio arises primarily
from 238U resonance broadening and is enhanced by high
238U content. Since the self-shielding effect is more
pronounced at low energies (in keV range), spectral
softening enhances the Doppler effect and the sodium
voiding results in smaller Doppler coefficient through
spectral hardening. The temperature variation of Doppler
coefficient is approximately T-1 for typical fast reactors,
so the Doppler coefficient is often quoted in terms of the
Doppler constant, T(dρ/dT). There is also a structural
Doppler effect, which amounts to ~1/3 of the Doppler
effect of fuel, but it is tied to the temperature of structure
with different time constant. In TRU burner reactors, the
reduced 238U fraction makes the Doppler constant less
negative as the TRU conversion ratio decreases, as shown
in Figure 10. It is noted that the Doppler constant of the
uranium-free core (i.e., CR~0.0) fueled with TRU feed of
MA/Pu 1 is almost zero for the metal core and slightly
positive for the oxide core. As mentioned above, the
Doppler feedback is not helpful in all transients. For
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U-235 or TRU fraction, %

U-235

U-238

Np-237

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Am241

Am-242m

Am-243

Cm-244

Cm-245

CR=1.0

13.9

0.2

15.7

0.2

0.8

70.7

6.7

4.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

CR=0.5

33.3

0.2

8.3

0.6

3.4

57.0

11.4

11.9

2.5

0.8

0.6

0.7

0.9

1.2

4.2

59.8

6.2

29.8

4.0

Reactor
SFR

PWR

Table 9. Isotopic Fission Fractions (%) in SFR and PWR

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00

13.9

21.2

33.3

55.5

98.6

0.00353

0.00329

0.00301

0.00273

0.00245

0.299

0.325

0.382

0.448

0.538

Prompt Neutron
Lifetime (µs)

Delayed
Neutron Fraction

Conversion
Ratio

TRU/HM
(%)

Table 10. Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction and Prompt
Neutron Lifetime vs. TRU Conversion Ratio (Metal
Fuel, MA/Pu 0.1)

Fig. 10. Doppler Constant vs. TRU Conversion Ratio



example, when trying to cool the fuel to shutdown condition
in ULOF accidents, it provides a positive reactivity.
Conversely it is a prompt negative feedback in unprotected
transient over-power (UTOP) accidents. 

The reactivity change that occurs when sodium density
is reduced or voided from a reactor can be resolved into
spectral, leakage, and capture components. The spectral
effect results from the reduced moderation with decreasing
sodium density, and it is a positive reactivity effect in fast
regime because of increasing fissile η and threshold fertile
fission with increasing energy. Reduction in sodium
density allows more neutron leakage and introduces a
negative reactivity effect. A reduced sodium density also
decreases the parasitic neutron capture in sodium and results
in a positive reactivity effect, but this is a relatively minor
effect. The spectral and capture components are normally
at a maximum in the central part of the core, but the leakage
component is high in the peripheral regions. The sodium
density coefficient is generally computed by the first-order
perturbation theory to evaluate the reactivity effects of
small density variation due to temperature change. The
sodium void worth is evaluated using the exact perturbation
theory to account for the shift in flux distribution at voided
condition. In general, the void worth is ~10% more positive
than the first-order density worth. The sodium density
coefficient generally becomes more positive with decreasing
TRU conversion ratio since the positive spectral effect
over-weighs the negative leakage effect, but it does not
show a monotonic behavior because of the variations in
the core configuration, material volume fractions, and TRU
inventory. As an example, Table 11 shows the sodium void
worth by components for a 250 MWt Advanced Burner Test
Reactor (ABTR) design [14] and a 1000 MWt Advanced
Burner Reactor (ABR) design [15]. These values were
obtained by voiding the flowing sodium in the active core
and above core regions. It can be seen that the spectral
component becomes more positive and the leakage
component becomes less negative with increasing core

size. The net effect is positive for both ABTR and ABR
and increases with increasing core size. However, it is
difficult to conceive transient situations that reach sodium
boiling since SFR is a low pressure system, the coolant has
a more than 300 ºC margin to boiling, and other feedbacks
are negative, inhibiting temperature increase. Reference
23 provides an extensive report on void worth reduction. 

Uniform axial and radial expansion coefficients are the
reactivity change due to a small change in each dimension.
Each of the expansion coefficients is actually the result
of two components: the increased dimension and the
correspondingly reduced material densities. The enlarged
dimension itself tends to decrease the leakage, but the
reduced material densities increase the leakage. The
combined effect is an increased leakage, yielding a negative
reactivity feedback. The radial expansion coefficient
typically represents the reactivity effect due to the uniform
expansion of the grid plate and the corresponding reduction
of fuel and structure densities. The axial expansion
coefficient is the reactivity effect due to the uniform axial
expansion of fuel and the corresponding reduction of fuel
density. The axial expansion of fuel also results in an
effective insertion of control rods which remain stationary.
Table 12 compares the neutron balances in the perturbed
cases, in which the reactor radius and fuel height were
increased by 1%, respectively, with that in the unperturbed
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Table 12. Neutron Balances of Radial and Axial Expansions

Base Case Radial Expansion Axial Expansion

Fission source

(n,2n) source

Absorption

Leakage

Radial

Axial

Sum

balance

100.00

0.18

68.89

31.54

17.49

14.05

balance

100.00

0.18

68.93

32.16

17.72

14.45

∆ρ (%)

-0.04

-0.63

-0.23

-0.40

-0.67

balance

100.00

0.18

69.06

31.69

17.65

14.04

∆ρ (%)

-0.17

-0.16

-0.15

0.01

-0.33

250 MWt
ABTR

1000 MWt
ABR

BOC

EOC

BOC

EOC

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.5

6.4

6.6

9.1

9.9

-5.8

-5.8

-5.2

-5.5

Reactor Capture Spectral Leakage

Table 11. Sodium Void Worth by Components ($)

1.0

1.1

4.4

4.9

Total



base case. As can be seen, the radial expansion yields a
negative reactivity by increasing the leakage, in particular
the axial leakage. The axial expansion enhances the radial
leakage, so results in a negative reactivity. In this example,
the height is the shorter dimension (more axial than radial
leakage), and thus the radial expansion coefficient is more
negative.  It is also noted that the axial expansion increases
the neutron absorption because of effective control rod
insertion. The radial and axial expansion coefficients are
respectively tied to the grid plate temperature and the
fuel temperature, so they have different time constants. In
TRU burner reactors, both the radial and axial expansion
coefficients become more negative with decreasing TRU
conversion ratio, since the reduced absorption in HM
increases the leakage fraction. 

The kinetics parameters and reactivity coefficients
are compared in Table 13 between two burner reactors of
different size [14, 15] and a large conventional breeder
reactor [24]. The burners have a somewhat smaller delayed
neutron fraction but larger prompt lifetime than the breeder.
As the core size decreases, the radial expansion coefficient
becomes more negative and the sodium density coefficient
and void worth become smaller because of increasing
leakage. The Doppler coefficient becomes more negative
with increasing 238U concentration. When the flowing
sodium in the core is voided, the Doppler coefficient
becomes less negative because of spectrum hardening.

3. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND CODES

As discussed in Section 2, fast rectors have distinct
nuclear characteristics from thermal reactors, which make

many of the assumptions employed in traditional LWR
analysis methods not applicable. First of all, the scattering
resonances of intermediate atomic mass nuclides, which
result in the strongly jagged structure of fast reactor
spectrum, and the lack of 1/E spectrum for the calculation
of heavy isotope resonance absorption require very detailed
modeling for slowing-down calculations. The hard neutron
spectrum concentrated in the keV and MeV range makes
it important to model anisotropic scattering, inelastic
scattering, (n,2n) reaction and unresolved resonance self-
shielding. The long mean free path due to small absorption
cross sections in fast region implies global coupling of
the core and requires detailed whole-core depletion
calculations. Therefore, a separate set of physics analysis
tools has been developed with tailored assumptions for
fast reactors. [25, 26] These fast reactor analysis methods
and codes are reviewed in this section, focused on those
used in the U.S.

3.1 Cross Section Generation
An initial step in the use of analytical models for

reactor core calculations is the processing of evaluated
nuclear data files for all pertinent nuclides into suitable
forms for use in application codes. The NJOY code [27]
is an internationally accepted code for processing nuclear
data in the ENDF format into libraries for most application
codes. It is noted that the ENDF format has become the
standard for representing nuclear data worldwide, being
utilized in the ENDF/B, JEF, and JENDL libraries. NJOY
was developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
and is periodically upgraded. Recently added features
related to neutron data processing include capabilities for
high-energy libraries, probability tables for unresolved
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Table 13. Whole-Core Reactivity Coefficients vs. Core Size

unit 250 MWt
ABTR

1000 MWt
ABR

3500 MWt
SFR

Effective delayed neutron fraction

Prompt neutron lifetime 

Radial expansion coefficient 

Axial expansion coefficient

Fuel density coefficient

Structural material density coefficient

Sodium void worth

Sodium density coefficient

Doppler coefficient

Sodium voided Doppler coefficient

µs

¢/ ºC

¢/ ºC

¢/ ºC

¢/ ºC

$

¢/ ºC

¢/ ºC

¢/ ºC

0.0033

0.33

-0.60

-0.05

-0.76

0.03

1.10

0.03

-0.10

-0.07

0.0033

0.38

-0.38

-0.07

-0.67

0.06

4.93

0.13

-0.13

-0.09

0.0035

0.32

-0.21

-0.07

7.29

0.18

-0.13

-0.09



range self-shielding treatment, and capabilities to handle
the Reich-Moore limited resonance format. 

Probability tables are used in continuous-energy Monte
Carlo codes for handling the effects of self-shielding in
the unresolved resonance energy range. [28] The effects
of unresolved self- shielding are of importance in fast-
reactor core modeling. The current version of the NJOY
code (NJOY2010) generates these tables using the PURR
module. Reference 29 reports the effects of unresolved
resonance self-shielding on 17 uranium and plutonium
benchmarks [30, 31]. The self-shielding effects were
investigated by MCNP [32] Monte Carlo calculations
with and without unresolved resonance probability tables.
It was reported that unresolved resonance self-shielding
could produce substantial increase in reactivity for those
benchmarks that have high fluxes within the unresolved
resonance region; for example, the reactivity increase
was 1.44% for ZEBRA-8H, 0.78% for ZEBRA-2, and
0.45% for ZPR-3/6F.  

The generation of multigroup cross sections from
evaluated nuclear data files remains one of the fundamental
problems in reactor physics because of the need for
accurate treatment of resonance effects. The methods used
for cross-section processing must take into account both
the resonance characteristics of intermediate nuclides and
the self-shielding in fissile and fertile nuclides. The
overlapping effect resulting from neighboring resonances
either from the same nuclide or from different nuclides is
another challenge in fast reactor analysis. The main
approach used for fast reactor cross section generation in
the 1970s was the Bondarenko self-shielding factor method.
[33, 34] In this approach, a generalized cross section
library is first prepared by calculating multigroup cross
sections for a given material as a function of background
cross section and temperature. Then, the cross sections
for a particular composition at a given temperature are
interpolated from the cross sections in the generalized
library by calculating the background cross section for
each material. Typical codes employing this approach are
MINX [35], SPHINX [36] and NJOY [27]. An alternative
approach was developed at Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) based on detailed spectrum calculations for
individual compositions, and implemented in the ETOE-
2/MC2-2/SDX code system. [37, 38] Compared to the
self-shielding factor method, this approach is more rigorous
in energy treatment. Recently, the self-shielding factor
method has been improved to allow more detailed energy
modeling by utilizing more energy groups. [39] Recent
international improvements in this approach include the
ECCO code [40], which has a multi-dimensional lattice
analysis capability in conjunction with sub-group methods
[41-43]. This spatial modeling capability explicitly treats
the heterogeneity effect, and the sub-group method allows
some re-capture of the resonance energy details.

In the ETOE-2/MC2-2/SDX code system, the ETOE-2
code processes the ENDF/B data and prepares the MC2-2

libraries. These libraries include resolved resonance
parameters, unresolved resonance parameters, ultra-fine-
group (UFG) smooth cross sections, inelastic and (n,2n)
scattering data, fission spectrum parameters, and elastic
scattering distributions. The ETOE-2 code was recently
updated to process the ENDF/B-VI format by implementing
a scheme that converts the Reich-Moore parameters into
multi-pole parameters such that they can be Doppler
broadened. [44, 45]. The current UFG energy structure
chosen to form the MC2 -2 libraries for smooth tabulated
non-resonant data is 2082 groups with constant lethargy
from 14.19 MeV to 0.4 eV, but the ETOE-2 code allows
any number of UFG lethargy intervals. Wide resonances
are screened out and added to UFG smooth cross sections.
The resonance data provided in the Reich-Moore formalism
are converted into the multipole formalism [46] that
preserves the general features required by the traditional
resonance integral concept and the Doppler-broadening
algorithm in the MC2-2 code without compromising rigor.

The MC2-2 code solves the slowing-down equation
for specific compositions and temperatures with explicit
representation of resonances. It solves the extended
transport P1, extended transport B1, consistent P1, and
consistent B1 fundamental mode UFG equations and
accommodates high-order anisotropic scattering
representations. Resolved and unresolved resonances are
treated explicitly by the generalized resonance integral
formulation based on the narrow resonance (NR)
approximation, including overlapping and Doppler
broadening effects [47]. A fundamental mode homogeneous
unit cell calculation is performed by solving the multigroup
slowing-down equation above the resolved resonance
energy and the continuous slowing-down equation below
this range [48]. Equivalence theory is used to treat the
heterogeneity effect, and isotropic approximation is used
for fission, inelastic, and (n,2n) sources. An alternative
hyperfine group (HFG) integral transport calculation
option (RABANL) is available to model the resolved
resonances more accurately in the low-energy ranges
where the narrow resonance approximation is not valid.
Under this HFG method, every resolved resonance is
represented by multiple points, which allows the neutron
spectrum within a HFG to be approximated as a constant.
RABANL performs a homogeneous or heterogeneous
(pin or slab) unit cell calculation over the resonance
region using the isotropic source approximation. 

The SDX code performs heterogeneous unit cell
calculations in conjunction with MC2-2. Heterogeneous
resonance cross sections are computed in an intermediate
group level of ~230 groups for selected isotopes in the
specified plate or pin types using equivalence theory or the
rigorous RABANL heterogeneous treatment. These
resonance cross sections are combined with the intermediate-
group library data constructed from MC2-2 UFG calculations,
and then an infinite slab or cylinder integral transport
calculation is performed in the intermediate group level for
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the unit cell. The integral transport calculation is based on
a modified version of the CALHET code [49] that applies
the collision probability methods developed for RABANL.
Spatial self-shielding factors and cell-averaged group cross
sections are calculated.

Broad group cross sections for whole-core calculations
can be obtained directly from the MC2-2/SDX calculations.
However, since few group cross sections are generally
space-dependent, they are typically determined in multiple
steps. In the first, composition and temperature dependent
cross sections are generated in an intermediate (~230)
group structure from MC2-2/SDX calculations. Using
these intermediate group cross sections, two-dimensional
whole-core transport calculations in RZ geometry are then
performed using the TWODANT code [50]. Finally, using
the resulting space dependent flux as weighting spectra,
the intermediate group cross sections are collapsed into
space-dependent broad group cross sections.

A new multigroup cross section generation code
MC2-3 [51,52] has recently been developed at ANL by
improving the resonance self-shielding and spectrum
calculation methods of MC2-2 and integrating the one-
dimensional cell calculation capabilities of SDX. MC2-3
generates multigroup cross sections for every cell type by
solving a homogeneous medium or a heterogeneous slab
or cylindrical unit cell problem in UFG (~2000) or HFG
(~400,000) level. The resulting multigroup cross sections
are written in the ISOTXS format for a user-specified group
structure. Optionally, using the UFG cell cross sections,
it can solve a two-dimensional whole-core problem in
UFG level and generate region-dependent broad-group
cross sections. Fig. 11 illustrates the overall computational
flow of MC2-3. The calculation starts with preparing

pointwise isotopic cross sections by reconstructing the
Doppler broadened cross sections at specified isotopic
temperatures in the resolved resonance range. The
pointwise cross sections are directly used in the HFG
calculation whereas for the UFG calculation, self-shielded
cross sections are prepared by numerical integration of
the pointwise cross sections based upon the narrow
resonance approximation. For both the HFG and UFG
calculations, unresolved resonances are self-shielded
using the analytic resonance integral method. The code
solves the consistent P1 multigroup transport equation for
each cell problem to determine the fundamental mode
spectrum in HFG or UFG level. The ultrafine group
calculation can also be performed for two-dimensional
whole-core problems to generate region-dependent
broad-group cross sections. 

3.2 Whole-Core Calculation Tools
The whole-core analysis capabilities are not specific

to design systems, and can be used for a wide spectrum
of systems. There are a number of well-established
deterministic tools for diffusion and transport calculations.
Most of the current whole-core diffusion theory codes are
based on the advanced nodal methods that were developed
mainly in early 1980s to replace the expensive pin-by-pin
finite difference method. These nodal codes include
DIF3D-Nodal [53], PARCS [54], and SIMULATE-4 [55].
Using the homogenized assembly parameters obtained
from assembly lattice calculations, they solve the few-
group diffusion equation for three-dimensional Cartesian
and/or hexagonal geometries. Among these codes, DIF3D-
Nodal was specifically designed for fast reactor problems
along with its companion kinetics code DIF3D-K [56],
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which solves the time-dependent multigroup diffusion
equations in two- and three-dimensional hexagonal and
Cartesian geometries. DIF3D-K has been coupled to the
SASSYS/SAS4A fast reactor safety and accident analysis
code system [57].   

Among dozens of different nodal methods, those based
on the transverse integration procedure are most widely used
in production analysis. In these methods, the transverse
leakages are typically approximated with quadratic
polynomials, and the resulting set of one-dimensional
equations is generally solved with the nodal expansion
method or the analytic nodal methods. However, the final
algebraic equations are formulated in various forms and
solved with different solution and acceleration schemes
including Krylov subspace, domain decomposition, coarse-
mesh rebalancing, and non-linear iterative methods. These
advanced nodal methods usually employ discontinuity
factors to reduce assembly homogenization errors. Pin
powers are recovered by imbedded local calculations or
by superposition of nodal and lattice powers. Various
three-dimensional, spatial kinetics capabilities were also
developed based on the advanced nodal methods, and
coupled with system thermal-hydraulics codes. These
high fidelity kinetics methods are important for core
transients involving significant variations of the flux shape.

Whole-core transport theory capabilities have been
developed in both the first- and second-order formulations
of the transport equation. The production codes based on
the first-order formulation include ATTILA [58], PARTISN
[59], THREEDANT [60], and Denovo [61]. These codes
solve the multigroup transport equation on two- and three-
dimensional orthogonal or unstructured meshes. All of
these codes use the discrete ordinates approximation for
treating the angular variation of particle distribution.
Various spatial discretization schemes are employed
including the diamond and weighted diamond difference,
linear and exponential discontinuous, discontinuous finite
element, nodal, and characteristic methods. The source
iteration approach is used to solve the discretized equations
with various acceleration schemes such as the diffusion
synthesis acceleration, coarse mesh rebalancing, partial
current rebalancing, and multi-grid methods. The time-
dependent transport equation can also be solved using the
PARTISN code, where the Crank-Nicholson method is
used for time differencing.

The VARIANT code [62] is a typical production code
based on the second-order formulation. It solves multigroup
transport problems in two- and three-dimensional Cartesian
and hexagonal geometries. It is based upon a variational
nodal method that guarantees nodal balance and permits
refinement using hierarchical complete polynomial trial
functions in space and spherical harmonics or simplified
spherical harmonics in angle. Flux and source expansions
of up to sixth order and partial current expansions up to
second order are allowed. Angular and scattering expansions
of up to P5 are allowed. The even angular parity flux

equations are solved within the nodes, and the continuity
between nodes is provided by even- and odd-parity flux
moments. The final algebraic equations are cast into a
response matrix form and solved with red-black partial
current iterations. A spatial kinetics code named
VARIANT-K [63] was developed in connection with
VARIANT to solve the time-dependent neutron transport
equation, and coupled to the SASSYS/SAS4A code system.

As part of U.S. DOE’s NEAMS program, a high-
fidelity deterministic neutron transport code UNIC is being
developed. [51,64] The application scope targeted for
UNIC ranges from the homogenized assembly approach
prevalent in current reactor analysis methodologies to
explicit geometry, time-dependent transport calculations
that are directly coupled to thermal-hydraulics and structural
mechanics calculations in reactor accident simulations.
Three transport equation solvers have been developed
based upon the unstructured finite-element mesh
representation: PN2ND, SN2ND, and MOCFE. PN2ND
and SN2ND solve the second-order even-parity transport
equation with spherical harmonics and discrete ordinates
angular approximations, respectively. MOCFE [65] is a
method of characteristics solver for the first-order transport
equation, of which targeted application is for explicit
geometry, fine-group problems. The nodal transport code
VARIANT is also being rebuilt in UNIC as NODAL which
is focused on solving modern assembly homogenized
problems.

Combined tests of MC2-3 and UNIC were performed
against the criticality and reaction rate measurements in
Loadings 104, 106, 120 and 132 of the ZPR-6 Assembly
7 High 240Pu Core. [66] The radial traverses of enriched
uranium (EU) fission, depleted uranium (DU) capture and
fission, and 239Pu fission reaction rates were measured
using 69 activation foils. BeO was placed in the drawers
adjacent to the central sodium channel in Loading 106 and
to the central mockup control rod in Loading 132, in order
to determine whether addition of such a BeO ring would
enhance control rod worth. [67, 68] Table 14 compares
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MC2-3/UNIC

MCNP5 
(as-built model)

Measurement*

1.00147

1.00016

± 0.00007

1.00072

± 0.00002

1.00134

1.00049

± 0.00007

1.00091

± 0.00003

1.00127

0.99967

± 0.00007

1.00099

± 0.00003

1.00016

1.00040

± 0.00007

1.00040

± 0.00002

Loading 104 106 120 132

Table 14. Multiplication Factors of ZPR6/7 Loadings 104, 106,
120, and 132

* Measurement uncertainty only, excluding composition and
geometry uncertainties



the calculated UNIC eigenvalue solutions for Loadings
104, 106, 120, and 132 with MCNP5 [69] results and the
experimentally measured values. For the UNIC calculations,
70-group drawer-averaged cross sections were generated
using the 1-D transport capability of MC2-3 based on the
ENDF/B-VII.0 data. The MCNP5 results were obtained
with as-built models, where individual plate, drawer, matrix
tube, etc. were modeled explicitly. The results indicated
that MC2-3/UNIC performed very well on the range of fast
reactor problems. For all the four core loadings analyzed,
the core reactivity was predicted within 1-σ (standard
deviation) of the estimated experimental uncertainty (~80
pcm) including the geometry and composition uncertainties.
This result is comparable to the accuracy of MCNP5 Monte
Carlo solutions. As shown in Fig. 12 for Loading 104,
the calculated reaction rate distributions in Loadings 104
and 120 of conventional fast reactor compositions agreed
well with the foil activation measurements within 1- to 2-σ
of the measurement uncertainties. However, for the
Loadings 106 and 132 containing BeO plates, more than
3-σ deviations were observed in the depleted uranium
capture reaction rates near the BeO plates as shown in
Fig. 13 for Loading 106. This indicates that two- or
three-dimensional modeling capabilities need to be added
to MC2-3.

Monte Carlo codes can be used for lattice and whole-
core calculations. Such codes include KENO [70], MCNP5
[69], and VIM [71]. Additionally, for analyzing accelerator-
driven systems, a Monte Carlo code MCNPX [72] has
been developed by combining the high-energy physics
code LAHET [73] and the Monte Carlo code MCNP.
These codes allow accurate representation of nuclear data
details and treatment of heterogeneity effects and
complex geometries. They are however not routinely
used at the current time for design calculations because
of computational requirement. 

3.3 Depletion and Fuel Cycle Analysis Codes
For LWR analyses, the depletion calculation is generally

incorporated with the lattice calculation. Depletion
calculations are performed in the assembly calculations
using lattice codes, and homogenized assembly cross
sections are generated as a function of burnup as well as
the other state variables. Whole-core nodal calculations
are then performed by determining the individual assembly
cross sections by interpolating these homogenized cross
sections for the corresponding burnup states.

For fast-reactor fuel cycle calculations, depletion
calculation is performed in conjunction with the whole-core
calculation. The REBUS-3 code [74] at ANL is a classic
three-dimensional fuel cycle analysis code. REBUS-3
models nuclide transmutations on a three-dimensional,
region-dependent basis by making use of DIF3D [75],
DIF3D-Nodal [53], VARIANT [62], or TWODANT [50]
as a flux calculation module. (In a version of REBUS-3
named REBUS-PC, the Monte Carlo code MCNP can
also be invoked for flux calculation.) Two basic types of
problems are solved: an equilibrium cycle problem to
determine the equilibrium condition of a reactor operating
under a fixed fuel management scheme and a non-
equilibrium cycle problem to determine the explicit cycle-
by-cycle condition of a reactor under a specified periodic
or non-periodic fuel management scheme. REBUS-3
provides considerable flexibility for specifying operational
constraints and fuel management strategies for both in-
core and out-of-core portions of the fuel cycle. Search
options for fresh fuel enrichment, control poison density,
or reactor burn cycle time are available, allowing the user
to achieve a specified multiplication factor or discharge
burnup without time consuming (trial and error) repetitions
of the analysis. These analysis capabilities for critical
reactors can also be applied to subcritical accelerator-
driven systems. [76] In this case, the spallation neutron
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Fig. 13. Radial Distributions of Reaction Rates for Loading
106 of ZPR-6/7

Fig. 12. Radial Distributions of Reaction Rates for Loading
104 of ZPR-6/7



sources are specified by the user as an external fixed source
distribution. [77] 

REBUS-3 has been validated using EBR-II, FFTF,
and other fast reactor data. As an example of the accuracy
of the overall computational schemes, Table 15 shows
the calculation-to-experiment (C/E) comparisons for the
fuel pin burnups of an Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) [78] test
assembly irradiated in EBR-II. Fuel pin burnups were
computed at several different axial positions using the
DIF3D-Nodal flux solution option and the RCT code [79]
for reconstruction of pin power and burnup characteristics.
The calculated values were compared with the experimental
results, which were derived from the measured amounts
of fission products 139La and 148Nd. In this table, the axial
positions are specified as a fraction of the original fuel
pin length (L/L0). All calculated values agreed with the
measured values to within combined experimental
uncertainties (~6%). These results represent aggregate
tests of nuclear data, cross section generation, core
representation, full-core diffusion/depletion method, and
reconstruction scheme. 

Isotopic point depletion tools like ORIGEN [80] and
CINDER [81] are typically used for analyzing the detailed
radioactivity properties of depleted fuel. However, they have
recently been coupled to Monte Carlo tools for depletion
calculations. Deficiencies in these capabilities are typically
related to the nuclear data used in them. The ORIGEN-S
code [82] is the current version of the ORIGEN code.
Recent updates of cross sections, decay libraries, and
neutron/gamma source data are contained in the code. The
ORIGEN code and associated nuclear data libraries have
been extensively validated against experimental data that
include spent nuclear fuel isotopic assay data for actinides
and fission products, radiation source spectra, and decay
heat measurements. [83]

There has recently been more reliance on Monte Carlo
tools for depletion calculations. The method is particularly
useful for analysis of specified designs but not sufficiently
efficient for use in parametric and trade studies required
for developing an optimized design. Coupled Monte
Carlo and depletion code systems such as MOCUP [84],
MONTEBURNS [85], and MCODE [86] have been
developed for the analysis of advanced systems. These
code systems provide linkage capabilities that couple the
MNCP Monte Carlo code with the ORIGEN2 depletion
code. The Monte Carlo technique is attractive because of
the ability to represent accurately nuclear data details and
to treat heterogeneity effects and complex geometries.
Propagation of the Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty during
depletion calculations has not been addressed in these tools
and future work to quantify (and hopefully control) this
problem is required. Without this, results from such methods
would be questioned due to un-quantified uncertainty. 

3.4 Perturbation Theory and Uncertainty Analysis
Codes
As mentioned in Section 2.5, the perturbation theory

methods are usually used to compute kinetics parameters
and reactivity coefficient distributions. The reactivity change
(i.e., change in the eigenvalue of the neutron transport
equation) due to some perturbations introduced in the system
can be expressed by a conventional perturbation formula
that involves the neutron and adjoint flux distributions
along with the system perturbation. [20] The first-order
perturbation theory formula is obtained using the flux and
the adjoint flux for the unperturbed reference configuration.
The exact perturbation theory formula is obtained if the
solution to the perturbed configuration is used for either
the flux or the adjoint flux. The perturbation theory formula
readily provides the contribution of a local perturbation
to the reactivity change, and the reactivity coefficient
distribution corresponding to a perturbed input parameter
is easily obtained. 

When the response parameter is extended to other than
the eigenvalue of the neutron transport equation (e.g.,
reaction rate ratios), the corresponding perturbation theory
is called the generalized perturbation theory (GPT). [87]
A class of GPT to describe the time-dependent behavior
of the coupled neutron/nuclide field in the reactor is
called the depletion perturbation theory (DPT). [88] The
generalized perturbation theory methods are used to
calculate the sensitivity coefficients of a response parameter
with respect to input parameters (e.g., isotopic cross
sections). The cross section sensitivity coefficients are
used to estimate the uncertainty of response parameter
due to uncertain cross sections or to reduce the response
parameter uncertainty by the use of integral experiment
data. [89]

VARI3D [90] is a generalized perturbation theory code
that allows calculation of the effects on reactivity and
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No.31 (T167)
(U-19Pu-10Zr)

N. 40 (T13)
(U-8Pu-10Zr)

No. 13 (T119)
(U-10Zr)

0.08

0.57

0.94

0.12

0.57

0.90

0.10

0.45

0.92

1.063

1.057

1.019

1.054

1.069

0.991

1.018

1.038

1.010

1.028

1.054

0.978

1.030

1.046

0.982

1.037

1.025

1.001

1.045

1.055

0.998

1.042

1.057

0.986

1.028

1.032

1.006

Fuel Pin L/Lo C/ELa C/ENd C/Eavg

Table 15. C/E Comparisons for Burnup of an IFR Test Assembly
in EBR-II



reaction rate ratios of alterations in microscopic cross
sections and/or material number densities. VARI3D is
most frequently used to compute the reactivity coefficient
distributions and kinetics parameters employed in reactor
dynamics and safety analyses. The relevant neutron and
adjoint flux distributions required to compute these quantities
are provided by DIF3D. DPT [91,92] is a depletion
perturbation theory code based upon the non-equilibrium
and equilibrium fuel cycle analysis methodologies of
REBUS-3. It calculates the sensitivity coefficients of a
given response functional with respect to cross sections
and initial nuclide densities. The adjoint nuclide density
equations are solved using the iteration methods similar
to those used for solving the nuclide density equations,
and the generalized adjoint flux equations are solved using
DIF3D. DPT currently generates sensitivity coefficients
for five responses: the beginning and the end of cycle k-
effective, the burnup reactivity swing, the power fraction
in any core region, and the end of cycle mass of any isotope
in any core region. 

GMADJ [93] is a code that computes the uncertainties
of integral parameters by propagating nuclear data
uncertainties by the use of the sensitivity coefficients from
VARI3D and DPT calculations and evaluated nuclear data
covariance. It provides a formal procedure based on the
Bayesian statistics to quantify the uncertainties associated
with predicted reactor performance parameters with full
applications of integral experimental values. The GMADJ
code and ANL integral experiment database proved very
useful in the past for reducing integral parameter uncertainties
and providing best predictions of integral parameters for
proposed designs. [94] 

Table 16 shows the relative uncertainties of the main
integral parameters of a series of fast systems: ABR metal
and oxide fuel cores, a SFR with low TRU conversion ratio,
the sodium-cooled European Fast Reactor (EFR), a GFR,
a LFR, and an accelerator-driven minor actinide burner
(ADMAB). [95] The uncertainties were estimated using the
AFCI-1.2 cross section covariance data [96]. The estimated
multiplication factor uncertainties were significantly larger
than the targeted prediction accuracy for Generation-IV
systems [97]; it is above 1% for all systems considered
and for SFR and ADMAB, it is above 2% because of the
high content of minor actinides. The large uncertainty in
the burnup reactivity swing of GFR is due to the large
sensitivity coefficients of actinide cross sections, which
are the combined results of large inventories of actinide
isotopes, relatively large fraction of neutron spectrum above
~1 MeV, and positive reactivity swing. These results indicate
that the present uncertainties on the nuclear data should
be significantly reduced in order to meet the targeted
prediction accuracies for advanced systems. Combined
use of scientifically derived covariance data and integral
experiments in statistical evaluation of uncertainties is an
efficient way to reduce the uncertainties of reactor
performance predictions due to nuclear data uncertainties.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The basic reactor physics specific to fast spectrum
reactors have been reviewed briefly, focused on fissile
material breeding and actinide burning. Design implications
and reactivity feedback characteristics have also been
compared between breeder and burner reactors. For all
the fissionable nuclides, the fission-to-absorption ratio
and the average number of neutrons released per fission
increase with increasing incident neutron energy.
Combination of increased fission-to-absorption ratio and
increased number of neutrons per fission yields more
excess neutrons in fast spectrum. The more excess neutrons
enable breeding fissile material, and the breeding capability
increases with increasingly harder neutron spectrum.
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ABR 

metal

ABR

oxide

SFR

EFR

GFR

GFR

ADMAB

BOC keff

Coolant void worth

BOC keff

Coolant void worth

BOC keff

Burnup reactivity swing

Doppler coefficient

Coolant void worth

BOC keff

Burnup reactivity swing

Doppler coefficient

Coolant void worth

BOC keff

Burnup reactivity swing

Doppler coefficient

Coolant void worth

BOC keff

Burnup reactivity swing

Doppler coefficient

Coolant void worth

BOC keff

Coolant void worth

1.54

10.32

1.49

5.60

2.16

5.10

6.88

14.02

1.29

6.36

4.03

5.40

1.95

35.33

5.44

6.75

1.67

9.52

6.2

9.81

2.46

13.89

System Integral Parameter σ (%)

Table 16. Relative Uncertainties (%) of Integral Parameters
Estimated with AFCI-1.2 Cross Section Covariance
Data 



Spectrum hardening is controlled by the heavy atom density
relative to coolant and structure atom densities, which is
in turn achieved by a high density fuel and a high fuel
volume fraction.

The high fission-to-absorption ratios of TRU isotopes
in fast spectrum also enable burning TRU elements
effectively with less generation of higher actinides.
Theoretically the TRU conversion ratio can be reduced to
zero by removing all fertile blankets and utilizing uranium-
free fuel, but the neutronics properties of uranium-free
fuel make it very difficult. In particular, the Doppler
feedback coefficient of uranium-free fuel is almost zero or
becomes slightly positive, depending on fuel compositions,
and the delayed neutron fraction is reduced significantly.
Recent studies on advanced burner reactors showed that
TRU burners of conversion ratio in the range of 0.25-0.35
are feasible with favorable passive safety features and the
TRU consumption rate reaches ~80% of the maximum
theoretical value. To reduce the TRU conversion ratio, it
is necessary to increase the TRU faction in HM, which in
turn requires reducing the fuel volume fraction. The
increasing burnup reactivity loss with decreasing TRU
conversion ratio should also be compensated for either
by increasing the number of control assemblies or by
reducing the cycle length. 

The long mean free path in fast spectrum makes the
core globally coupled so that local reactivity effects may
impact the entire core. The long mean free path and the
forward peaked scattering at high energies enhance the
neutron leakage from the core and introduce relatively
high flux gradient at the core and reflector interface, which
makes the reactivity effect sensitive to minor geometric
changes. As the TRU conversion ratio decreases, the
effective delayed neutron fraction decreases due to
reduced 238U fission, but the prompt neutron lifetime
increases due to reduced absorption in HM. The reduced
238U fraction also makes the Doppler constant less negative.
With decreasing TRU conversion ratio, the sodium density
coefficient generally becomes more positive, but both the
radial and axial expansion coefficients become more
negative.

The distinct nuclear characteristics of fast reactors
make many of the assumptions employed in traditional
LWR methods not applicable. The strongly jagged
structure of fast reactor spectrum due to the scattering
resonances of intermediate atomic mass nuclides and the
lack of 1/E spectrum for heavy isotope resonance absorption
calculation require very detailed modeling for slowing-
down calculations. The hard neutron spectrum makes it
important to model anisotropic scattering, inelastic
scattering, (n,2n) reaction and unresolved resonance self-
shielding. The global coupling of the core due to long mean
free path also requires detailed whole-core depletion
calculations. Therefore, a separate set of physics analysis
tools has been developed with tailored assumptions for
fast reactors.

Neutronics tools used for the modeling of fast reactor
designs in the U.S. have been reviewed. This review
covers cross-section generation capabilities, whole-core
deterministic (diffusion and transport) and Monte Carlo
calculation tools, and fuel cycle analysis codes. The review
indicates that the existing analysis tools are sufficiently
accurate for early pre-conceptual design development and
viability phase evaluations of advanced reactor designs
that would include specific new design features. For refined
analyses of the advanced systems, however, they require
additional verification and validation tests. Additional
improvements and capabilities might be needed in order
to enhance the solution accuracy and efficiency by taking
into account geometric complexity and complicated energy
dependence of nuclear data. 

Nuclear data are for the most part relatively well
known for the most commonly used nuclides, but still
improved data are required to reduce design uncertainties.
In order to reduce the uncertainties of reactor performance
predictions due to nuclear data uncertainties, it would be
necessary to evaluate the uncertainties statistically by the
use of integral experiments and scientifically derived
covariance data.
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